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‘A pixel can be anything’

‘Anything can be a pixel’

becomes



‘A pixel can be anything’



‘Anything can be a pixel’



Prototype what you preach



Kinect Hadouken, 2011



[Kinect Hadouken video]
http://vimeo.com/18713117

http://vimeo.com/18713117
http://vimeo.com/18713117


Litescape, 2007



[Litescape video]
http://vimeo.com/3822871

http://www.vimeo.com/3822871
http://www.vimeo.com/3822871
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‘Anything can be a pixel’

‘Anything can be a voxel’?

becomes



Sparse Occupies volume

See through

Search nature for something that’s...



A snow blizzard is sparse and volumetric, but difficult to find and moves too 
fast





Lit Tree, 2011



A tree naturally optimises its form to capture 
sunlight

Leaves move out of 
shadow from external 

views

Tree’s form dynamically 
adapts to projection 

light



projector



[Lit Tree video]
http://vimeo.com/24049819

http://www.vimeo.com/3822871
http://www.vimeo.com/3822871


Entrance 1



The Aesthetics of Error



The error of a system is the limit to which it 
can act in response to intention



The vernacular by which a system 
deteriorates demonstrates the underlying 

ego of the system



By looking beyond a visual system’s ability to 
resolve, we see less of the result of the 
system, and more of the system itself



The ‘Glitch’ approach is a provocation or 
search for specific error within a sufficiently 

error-free system



The ‘Error’ approach is an exploitation or 
cooperation with a system’s inability to 

respond to design, in order to produce new 
visual styles



Film error Kinect error
Image from James George, Jonathan Minard, Golan Levin



Error is simultaneously an agent of 
abstraction and truth



Systems are aesthetic forms. By exploring 
the resolving limit of new systems we define 

new visual styles



Everything that is not ‘non-sense’ comes 
from our senses

Every sensor has error



Human eyes see roughly 1 megapixel of 
central detail in any moment

We do not have a sensation of the 
mediocre resolution of our eyes

The conscious human experience eventually 
ignores the resolution limit



By cooperating with aesthetic error, we 
redirect the human experience, and truthfully 

expose the systems that we create



Sight begins with 2D



To see ‘behind’ an opaque 3D object, we 
must move ourselves or move the object

This means our sight perception is 2D



The 3D world is  
collapsed to 2D 

sight

3D experience is 
a spatial 

interaction



LCD

vimeo

work

With the 
internet, sight 
also ends with 

2D



3D forms can lack truth in 2D



3D + 2D display



Assembly, 2012



A hemisphere of 5,500 white blocks 
occupies the air, each hanging from above 

in a pattern which repeats in order and 
disorder.



A group of external projectors penetrate the 
volume of cubes with pixel-rays, until every 
single one of the cubes becomes coated 

with pixels.



By scanning with structured light, each pixel 
receives a set of known information, such as 
its absolute 3d position, and the identity of 

the block that it lives on.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structured_light
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structured_light


Pixels play over the physical blocks as an 
emulsion of digital light within the physical 

space, producing a habitat for digital forms 
to exist in our world.



[Assembly video]
http://vimeo.com/42707293

http://vimeo.com/18713117
http://vimeo.com/18713117


























New aesthetic forms require new creative 
tools and workflows



[Simulator video]
https://www.dropbox.com/s/0qih1tbmzfjo9mj/cloth%20in%20simulator.avi

http://vimeo.com/18713117
http://vimeo.com/18713117
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